We study the operator St fix) = I-* f Jo 30 Vfiy)
The radial part of the Haar measure on the three-dimensional hyperbolic space has density (Sinh 2x)2 dx, the spherical functions are {¿sinh^cosh*} > and for suitable radial functions one has a Fourier transform and an inversion formula fw=Cf{y)ksiZtsby^h2y^yf (See [7] .)
The Rth partial sums of the Fourier expansion of / are defined by so that, by an explicit computation, (.+00 e. . 1 r°° Sinh 2y sin R(x -y) .. . , f{x) = ñJo SxñbTx x-y f{y)dy f(y)dy. The local behavior of this operator can be studied using the theory of the weights Ap , but, since the measure (Sinh2x)2tix has an exponential growth, the Ap theory does not apply globally. Indeed, it can easily be seen that this operator is bounded on LP(R+, (Sinh2x)2Jx) only if p = 2. However more precise results can be obtained in terms of Lorentz spaces.
In this paper we study the related operator on Lorentz spaces on R+ with respect to the measure 4X dx. In particular, we prove the following result.
Theorem, (i) The operator %? is bounded on the Lorentz spaces L2'qiR+,4x dx), 1 < q < +oo.
(ii) JT is bounded from L2-l(R+ , 4X dx) into WEAK-L2 • ' (K+ , 4X dx).
(iii) ßt is bounded from Lx(R+,4xdx) into WEAK-LX(R+, 4Xdx)+ WEAK-L2-x(R+,4xdx).
The definition of the space WEAK-L2 • ' (R+, 4X dx) is a natural generalization of the definition of the Lorentz spaces L2'q(R+ , 4X dx), and is given in a moment. Here we only observe that if / has compact support in R+ and j+oo 2yf(y) dy = I, then if x -» +oo, &f(x) ~ 2"*/(l + x). This is not a function in L2-' (R+ , 4X dx), but it belongs to f|g>i L2'q(R+, 4X dx) and it is the typical example of function in WEAK-L2 • ' (R+ , 4X dx). In particular, this example shows that the theorem is essentially sharp.
The plan of the paper is the following: the first section contains definitions and some preliminary results on Lorentz spaces, and the second section is devoted to the proof of the theorem. In the final remark we briefly consider Fourier integral expansions of radial functions on the hyperbolic space.
Definitions and preliminary results
Definition. Let (X, p) be a measure space. The Lorentz space LP'q(X, p), 0 < p < +00, 0 < q < +00, is the class of measurable functions with finite quasinorm liyil^ Í {q ¡o+°°mx £ X :\f(x)\> t}xlpf dt/t}1'" ifí<+oo,
The Lorentz space Lp'q'r(X, p), 0 < p, q < +00, 0 < r < +00, is defined by requiring that tp{x e X : \f(x)\ > t}xlp is in Lq-r(R+ , dt/t).
Let f**(t) = Sup^jj^, t~x JE l/l dp . For 1 < p < +00 , an equivalent definition of the spaces Lp'q(X, p) and Lp'q<r(X, p) is given by requiring that the sequences {4>lpf**(4i)} belong to lq{L) and lq-'{L) respectively.
We also recall that, for the real method of interpolation, (L*-*(*, p),Lpi-q>iX, /*))*,, = Lp>qiX, p) if i^
For the spaces LP>«(X, p) see [2, 3] ; for IJ>-«-r{X, p) see [1] .
Throughout the paper, instead of writing LP>*\°°{Xt p), we prefer to write WEAK-L/'i(X,//). Also, we mainly work with the measure space X = R+ and dp = 4X dx, and we are particularly interested in the space WEAK-L2 • ' (R+ , 4X dx). As an example, useful in the sequel, the functions 2~x/(l + \x-k\), k = 0,l,..., are uniformly in WEAK-L2 ■ ' (K+, 4*<ix) but not in L2-X(R+ , 4X dx). Indeed, it is easy to check that
Further examples of functions in these spaces can be obtained by using the following arguments. (ii) y is bounded from WEAK-/'(N) into WEAK-L2-'(R+ , 4X dx).
(iii) 3~* is bounded from L2>q(R+, 4X dx), 1 < q < +00, into lq(N).
Proof. Proof of (i). Since \\2~xX[k,k+i)(x)\\L2.q < c> with c independent of k = 0, I, ... , the result holds if 0 < q < 1. Since the function 2~x is in L2'°°(R+ , 4X dx), the result holds if q = +00 . By interpolation we obtain the result if 1 < q < +00 .
Proof of (ii). Consider the sublinear operator
By (i) S is bounded from lq(N), 0 < q < +00, into lq(1). Hence by interpolation, S is bounded from /1-00(N) into WEAK-/'(Z). where T has been defined in the previous section, and {ßj} is the convolution (in Z ) of the sequences {¿+l 2y\fiy)\dy} and {1/(1 + k2)} . If the function / belongs to L2'q(R+ , 4X dx), 1 < q < +oo , then by (iii) of the Proposition, the sequence {Jk+l 2y\f(y)\dy} is in /«(N). Hence also the sequence {ßj} is in /9(N), and the lemma follows from (i) of the Proposition.
Proof of (iii). This follows from (i) and the fact that T* is
Lemma C. The operator W is bounded on L2>q{R+, 4X dx), 1 < q < +oo, and from L2'xiR+,4xdx) into WEAK-L2>'(R+ , 4X dx). Proof. As in the proof of the previous lemma we write 9 fix) = 2~x £ tttfx])^ Zf^k)dy = T{7j}ix), The proof of the theorem is then complete.
Final remark
In the introduction we defined the partial sums operators of the Fourier expansions of radial functions on the three-dimensional hyperbolic space. In [6] we proved that for every function / in L3/2''(R+, (Sinh2x)2¿x)+ (J L2-q(R+, (Sinh2x)2¿x) q<oo the partial sums {S«/} converge almost everywhere to /. We proved this result using an equiconvergence argument with cosine Fourier expansions, and obtaining no information on the norm convergence of the partial sums {S¡if}. Indeed, combining the techniques in [4] with those in this paper, it is not difficult to prove the following.
Theorem. For suitable test functions let 5? be the maximal operator associated to the partial sums {Sr} , S"f{x) = SupÄ>0 \Snf{x)\. Then: (i) The operator 5^ is bounded on the Lorentz spaces L2-9(R+,(Sinh2x)2<ix), 1 < q < +oo.
(ii) The operator 5? is bounded from L2,1(R+, (Sinh2x)2i/x) into WEAK-L2-'(R+, (Sinh2x)2dx).
(iii) The operator S? is bounded from L3/2''(R+, (Sinh2x)2ú?x) into L3/2,oo(R+) (Sinn2x)2 ¿x) +WEAK-L2''(R+, (Sinh2x)2dx).
This result is sharp, and does not extend to nonradial functions. For related results, see [5] .
